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Theoretical study of the structure of lithium clusters
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Lithium clusters Lin (n55 to 20! were studied by Kohn–Sham theory with local spin density and
gradient-corrected energy functionals. We used a Tabu Search algorithm for structure optimization.
The lowest energy Lin isomers that we found fall in two categories:~i! the pentagonal bipyramid,
icosahedron, and related structures which are typical of most pair potentials, and~ii ! structures
containing centered square antiprisms which are reminiscent of the bulk bcc structure and have two
characteristic peaks in the pair distribution function, one near 2.60 Å and the other near 3.05 Å.
Calculated isomer energies and vibrational frequencies suggest that, at room temperature, many
cluster sizes should show liquidlike behavior or coexistence of multiple isomers. The number of
unpaired electrons ‘‘M’’ as a function of cluster size ‘‘n’’ generally alternates between 0~singlet! and
1 ~doublet!, but some cluster sizes display anomalous spin magnetic momentsM (n); they are
M (13)55, M (16)52, M (17)53, and M (18)52. The Li7 , Li8 , Li19, and Li20 clusters are
particularly stable: they each have a very compact structure and a shape consistent with the
ellipsoidal jellium model. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1615237#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of small atomic clustersAn vary as a
function of n, with rather strong variations at smalln
~roughly n,100) and fairly smooth approach to bulk pro
erties at largern.1 Small clusters can exhibit properties qua
tatively different from the bulk.2,3 The addition of a single
atom to a cluster sometimes has dramatic effects on
reactivity.4,5 We would like to explain these changes in clu
ter properties on the basis of electronic and geometric st
ture, but relatively little is known about that. Clusters of ra
gases,6–10 C,11 Si,12–14 Nb,15 and other elements are qui
different from fragments of crystalline solids. In some cas
cluster geometries are governed by simple principles and
be guessed fairly easily. For instance, fullerenes (Cn ,n
>60) adopt cage structures where every atom is th
coordinated and no pentagonal ring shares an edge with
other pentagonal ring,11 and clusters of rare gas elemen
follow an icosahedral growth sequence that maximizes
number of nearest neighbors.8,9 There is experimental evi
dence for icosahedral structure for Ni~Ref. 16! and Al ~Ref.
17! clusters, and some of the larger Cu~Ref. 18! and Co
~Refs. 19 and 20! clusters. But the principles that govern th
structure of clusters of most elements are not fully und
stood. As a result, it is quite difficult to guess cluster stru
ture and make sense of measured properties and chem
reactivities.5

Lithium looks like a good starting point for a theoretic
understanding of metal clusters because Li is the ligh
metallic element and it has a singles valence electron. The
jellium model accounts nicely for the relative stability
s-only valence metal clusters,21,22 so it could help explain
properties of Li clusters. But previous theoretical wo
shows that Li clusters are not so simple: some have unu
spin states or structure,23,24others are fluxional and display
complicated dynamics.25–27 Recent experiments28 and
9440021-9606/2003/119(18)/9444/11/$20.00
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calculations29 on Li4
2 show a complex interplay between g

ometry, electronic structure, and spin multiplicity.
The huge number of possible isomers generally ma

theoretical studies of cluster structure very complicated. T
number of distinct minima on a model Lennard-Jones pot
tial energy surface grows exponentially withn, and at n
513 it is already more than 1000.9 We expect roughly the
same for metallic elements. The huge number of isomer
not so problematic if one or few isomers have a much low
energy than the restand structural principles help discove
those few isomers. But metal clusters are held together
many weak bonds, so multiple low-energy isomers are like
and although there are some guiding ideas about metal c
ter structure,30–32 there is no simple set of rules as for, sa
fullerenes. Therefore, it is important to make an extens
search of possible low-energy cluster isomers. We have
vised a global optimization algorithm, which we call ‘‘Tab
Search in Descriptor Space’’~TSDS!, specifically for search-
ing low-energy cluster isomers on potential surfaces ca
lated byfirst principles.33 We used a TSDS for the prese
study. Details of the TSDS method are given elsewhere,33 but
we will give a brief outline in the next section.

Previous studies have looked at many different aspe
of lithium clusters: factors affecting the structures of Lin and
other alkali metal clusters,30 the structure of Lin ,23,24,34their
optical absorption spectra,35–38 fluxional Li5 ,25 fluxional Li8
and Li20,26,27 dynamics of Li8 ,39 ionization potential and
electron affinities of Lin (n52,4,6,8),40–42 and shell effects
on the fission of cluster dications.43,44

Gardetet al.24 studied structure using a PBP growth s
quence model for clusters with up to 20 atoms, and exami
the effect of exchange-correlation functional on relative is
mer energies. Sunget al.23 did anab initio molecular dynam-
ics global search for minima of Lin for n53 – 25 and a few
larger clusters. They discovered unusual ‘‘solvated io
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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9445J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Structure of lithium clusters
structures characterized by the presence of centered trig
prisms~CTP! units and a mix of short and long bonds. Rou
seau and Marx analyzed the nature of bonding in lithi
clusters and bulk using the ‘‘electron localizatio
function.’’ 45 They discussed thepp interactions and multi-
center bonding and how they affect the geometrical struct

In this article we describe a systematic unbiased sea
for low energy isomers of Li clusters with up to 20 atom
The energy was calculated by Kohn–Sham theory with t
different exchange-correlation functionals. In one set of c
culations we used a very large basis set. We report the s
ture of low energy isomers, their energies, ionization pot
tials, and vibrational frequencies.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Calculation of total energy

We used Kohn–Sham density functional theory~KS-
DFT! and the program deMonKS3p246 and did three series
of calculations with different treatments of exchang
correlation~XC! and basis sets.

For XC, we used the local spin density~LSD! functional
of Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair47 ~VWN!, and a gradient-
corrected functional that combines the corrections of Be
for exchange48 and Perdew for correlation49 ~BP86 func-
tional!. The basis sets were a ‘‘DZVP’’ basis with thre
s-type, onep-type, and oned-type functions and a~721/1/1!
contracted Gaussian pattern, and a very large basis~‘‘cc-
pV5Z’’ ! consisting of sixs-type, fivep-type, and fourd-type
contracted Gaussian functions. The three combinations
XC and basis sets that we used would normally be deno
by VWN/cc-pV5Z, VWN/DZVP, and BP86/DVZP, but in
stead we will use the shorter symbols ‘‘LB,’’ ‘‘LS,’’ and
‘‘GS,’’ respectively: L stands for ‘‘local,’’ G for ‘‘gradient-
corrected,’’B for ‘‘big basis,’’ and S for ‘‘small basis.’’ The
big basis set was obtained from Feller’s cc-pV5Z basis
Li,50 which is related to Dunning’s correlation consistent b
sis sets,51 by deleting thef-, g-, and h-type functions. We
decided to use such a large basis because Sunget al. had
found some remarkable energy minima with one or few
ions solvated~surrounded! by several Li atoms carrying par
tial charges. These isomers have a mix of atoms with h
~eight or more! and low~five or lower! coordination,23 a mix
of short and long bonds, and large ionic character. A flexi
basis is needed to describe atomic environments that ar
different, and our calculations indeed show that the energ
solvated ion isomers, relative to that of other structur
change significantly with basis set.

The best of the three methods is clearly LB; it giv
accurate results for Li2 ~see Table I! and a very good ex-
trapolated bulk cohesive energy~see Sec. IV!. But there are
few data to compare with for clusters and, in principle, co
bining gradient corrections with the large basis set~method
GB! might be better. We did four test calculations using G
~see subsections on 13- and 14-atom clusters! and find rela-
tive energies that are close to what one would estimate
suming additivity of basis set and exchange-correlation
fects on energies, i.e.,E(GB)'E(LB) 1E(GS)2E(LS).

The grid for numerical evaluation of the XC energy h
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64 radial shells of points, and each shell had 50, 110, or
angular points depending on the distance to the nuc
~‘‘FINE’’ option in deMon!. After a global optimization se-
quence, selected geometries were optimized by a qu
Newton method until the norm of the gradient was typica
531025 atomic units~au! or less.

Table I shows results of our calculations on Li2 using the
DZVP basis set along with the VWN, BP86, and other52 XC
functionals. The Li2 molecule is a rare case where LSD u
derestimates the experimental bond energy~0.94 vs 1.05 eV!
and overestimates the bond length~2.76 vs 2.6729 Å!. Other
functionals are better in principle, but they give even sma
binding energies, and little or no improvement on the bo
length. Hybrid functionals such as B3LYP do not look like
good choice for metal clusters because of the known d
ciencies in Hartree–Fock theory for metals and other th
retical arguments against them.53 Further, hybrid functionals
are fitted to databases of molecules containing very
metal–metal bonds and they are not particularly good
transition metal dimers.54,55

B. Global minimum search

Global optimization of clusters normally requires ve
many energy evaluations, thousands or more typically. T
computational cost involved precludes the use of fir
principles methods such as Kohn–Sham density functio
theory ~KS-DFT!. We devised a TSDS method that requir
very few energy evaluations~only a few hundreds!, yet does
a reasonably good search of the global minimum. Of cou
a search with few function evaluations cannotgenerallybe
as good as a search, by a different algorithm, with ma
more function evaluations.

In the TSDS method, we seek a compromise that gre
speeds up the search at the cost of requiring ‘‘expert inp
The user must supply information to the algorithm in t
form of definitions of structural descriptors. The TSD
evaluates the numerical values of these descriptors, and
energy, for a set of initial structures. Then, it generates th
sands of candidate structures by modifying structures
which the energy has already been evaluated. The TSDS
sumes a correlation between energy and descriptors and
culates an estimate of the energy for each of the candi
structures by interpolation in descriptor space. Next,
TSDS assigns a score to candidate structures on the bas
three criteria:~i! the estimated energy~lower energies are
better!, ~ii ! the similarity between a candidate’s descripto

TABLE I. Spectroscopic parameters for Li2 , with DZVP basis set in all
cases except the first VWN calculation.

D0
0 ~eV! Re ~Å! ve ~cm21!

Expt. ~Ref. 56! 1.05 2.6729 351
VWN/cc-pV5Z 1.024 2.714 335
VWN 0.94 2.763 328
PVS 0.51 2.744 331
BP86 0.81 2.770 325
BPVS 0.86 2.770 321
BLAP 0.64 2.835 312
PW91 0.85 2.753 332
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and those of all previous structures~less similar is better!,
and ~iii ! a random variable. The first criterion puts a bi
toward searching more thoroughly in low-energy regions,
second one tends to drive the search into new region
configuration space, and the third one allows to visit or
visit any structure, albeit with small probability if the firs
two criteria are unfavorable. The TSDS sorts candidate st
tures by their score and keeps only a few~typically 10! out of
many ~typically 1000! structures. It calculates the KS-DF
energy only for those few, and updates the dataset of st
tures with known energy. This cycle is repeated many tim

A potential drawback of TSDS is the danger of overloo
ing stable structures if they are atypical. As a TSDS sea
progresses, it gradually excludes entire regions of config
tion space. If two clusters have similar descriptors but v
different energies, one being the global minimum and
other being a high energy structure, and the TSDS visits
high-energy structure first, it will tend to avoid any furth
search in that region of descriptor space. If this happens,
unlikely for TSDS to find the global minimum, even wit
many more energy evaluations. But this is hardly a probl
when computational cost strictly limits the number of fun
tion evaluations anyway. Of course, if structural descript
do correlate with energy, the risk that the TSDS excludes
global minimum is quite small. That is why the choice
descriptors is important.

Here are three of the seven descriptors that we used
optimization. The mean coordinationc is defined as

c5~1/n!(
i 51

n

ci5~1/n!(
i 51

n

(
j Þ i

f ~Ri j ;Rc!, ~1!

where Ri j is the distance between atomsi and j, Rc is a
cutoff distance which we set equal to 1.2 times the b
nearest-neighbor distance, andf (Ri j ;Rc) equals 1 if Ri j

,Rc and equals 0 otherwise. A better definition is to take
differentiable cutoff function instead, but this kind of deta
has little effect on a TSDS optimization. Two other descr
tors, the asphericityz and shapeh, seem important for meta
clusters:

z5
~ I a2I b!21~ I b2I c!

21~ I c2I a!2

I a
21I b

21I c
2 , ~2!

h5~2I b2I a2I c!/I a . ~3!

Here,I a>I b>I c are the three moments of inertia of the clu
ter. The largerz is, the further from spherical a structure i
Positive values ofh correspond to prolate structures a
negative values correspond to oblate structures. The ellip
dal jellium model~EJM! makes simple predictions about th
optimal shape of metal clusters based on the number of
localized electronsNe .21,22 In particular, it predicts spherica
shapes for clusters withNe58, 19, and 20, prolate shapes f
Ne59 – 13, and oblate shapes forNe514– 18.

During the study, we found that the number of interi
atoms might be an important aspect of structure. We did
use it in the TSDS optimization, but we did use it for an
lyzing the final results. There is no clear cut way of decidi
if an atom is an ‘‘interior atom’’ or a ‘‘surface atom,’’ but we
define the numberI of interior atoms in a clusters as follows
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26,

vW i5(
j Þ i

f i j @~RW i2RW j !/Ri j #Y (
j Þ i

f i j ,

~4!
si5~12uvW i u!6,

I 5(
i

si .

In these equationsf i j is a rapidly decreasing function ofRi j

chosen arbitrarily, andvW i is a weighted sum of unit vector
between atomi and all other atoms~only the nearest neigh
bors of i contribute appreciably because of the factorf i j ).
The norm ofvW i is very small if atoms are distributed isotro
pically around atomi. We chose the power 6 in the definitio
of si to create a sharp distinction between interior ato
~with si'1) and other atoms (si'0). Then,I gives an ob-
jective measure for the number of interior atoms in a clus

Here is an illustration of how TSDS works. When TSD
searches the global minimum of Li20, it quickly ‘‘learns’’
that every structure withc,5 or h.0.3 has a very high
energy, so it stops searching regions of configuration sp
where structures are elongated or atoms have low coord
tion. Nothing prevents the TSDS to generate such structu
a priori, but the probability of visiting them becomes sma
after structures with similar descriptors have been found
have very high energies.

We did the TSDS global optimization with the LB
method to make sure that we do not rule out any unus
structure that would not be described adequately by a sm
basis set. Then we did local optimization on the best str
tures found by TSDS with each of the three methods, L
LS, and GS. After that, we generated a few additional str
tures by modifying the best structures that had been fou
This yielded slightly lower energy minima in some case
This shows that our TSDS search was incomplete and
final results may not include the global minimum, especia
for n>18. This is always a problem in global optimizatio
We note, however, that we found lower energy isomers t
reported in previous studies at many cluster sizes, includ
clusters with triplet or higher spin states never reported
fore at sizesn516– 18.

C. Local optimization

Following the TSDS, we sorted clusters with a combin
tion of two criteria: the LB energy and how similar descri
tors are to those of lower energy clusters. The second c
rion gives low priority to structures that are similar to lowe
energy ones in order to avoid doing several loc
optimizations that yield the same structure. We used that
ond criterion conservatively, and, as a result, we had m
instances of separate local optimization runs leading to
same minimum. We did a quasi-Newton local optimizati
for the first few ~typically ten! structures in the order in
which clusters were sorted. Local optimization yields an e
tremum but not always a minimum. The eigenvalues of
energy second derivatives matrix are needed to de
whether a stationary point on the potential surface is a m
mum. We did this calculation by finite difference of gradien
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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for the most stable structures of each cluster size in
VWN/DZVP approximation only. The lowest frequencies a
the most difficult to calculate accurately, so they should
taken with caution. But they are also the most interest
because they give a simple way of characterizing cluster
‘‘quasi-rigid’’ or ‘‘nonrigid.’’ Our normal mode analysis pro-
gram does not eliminate rotation and translation modes.
cause of numerical errors, the six smallest frequencies
not exactly zero, but they are almost always within610
cm21 of zero. The negative frequencies reported here a
ally are imaginary frequencies. We say a structure is a m
mum when its six lowest frequencies are in the interval fr
210 to 110 cm21. One of the column in Table I shows th
lowest frequencynot in the interval@210, 110# cm21 for a
given structure. When that frequency is positive it indicate
minimum and when it is negative~imaginary! it indicates a
transition state; when its absolute value is smaller than
cm21, the potential surface is very flat and the nature of
critical point ~minimum or transition state! is in doubt. For
example, the isomer 12.3~Table III! has a value of 15 cm21,
but the six lowest calculated frequencies vary between26
and16 cm21 when they should really all be zero, therefo
the calculated 15 cm21 is barely larger than the numerica
uncertainty.

III. CLUSTER ISOMERS

We obtained similar isomers by the LB, LS, and G
methods; in most cases the minimum of one method is w
approximated by uniformly scaling the coordinates of a
other. Normal mode analysis was done only with LS. Unl
stated otherwise, our discussion applies to LB energies
structures, and LS vibrational frequencies and HOM
LUMO gaps. There are some cases with significant diff
ences between LB and either LS or GS results and we
point them out. Acronyms that we use for high-symme
structures of special importance are summarized in Table
We use the general notationn.m to label isomers, wheren is
the number of atoms, andm is the rank by energy among th
structures we found.57 Most Lin optimized structures fall in
one of two categories: structures derived from the 7-at
PBP or 13-atom ICO, and structures derived from the 9-a
CSAP or 10-atom TCTP~the Li16 global minimum of Fig. 1
falls in that category!. Multiple CSAP and TCTP units allow
more compact structures than do the PBP and ICO, but
require a combination of short and long bonds. Apparen

TABLE II. Acronym, name, number of atoms, and ideal symmetry po
group of key cluster structures.

CSAP: centered square antiprism 9 D4d

CTP: centered trigonal prism 7 D3h

DCSAP: double CSAP 14 D4h

DD: dodecahedron 8 D2d

DICO: double icosahedron 19 D5h

DICO-1: DICO with a missing atom 18 C5v

DTCTP: double TCTP 17 D3h

ICO: icosahedron 13 I h

PBP: pentagonal bipyramid 7 D5h

TCTP: tricapped CTP 10 D3h

TT: tetracapped tetrahedron 8 Td
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CSAP structures do not show up in clusters of late transit
metals which have fcc crystal structure. On the other ha
the bcc crystal structure has every atom in a local envir
ment similar to that of the central atom in the CSAP. W
surmise that the relative stability of PBP and CSAP clus
structures correlates with the relative stability of the fcc a
bcc crystal structures.

Some atoms are given a darker shade in Fig. 1. They
~i! the interior atoms of Li8 , Li9 , Li11, Li13– Li20; ~ii ! the
atoms that make up a rhombus unit in Li16; ~iii ! atoms cap-
ping a PBP in Li10 and Li12, and ~iv! the capping atom of
Li18 relative to Li17.

A. Lowest energy isomers

Discrepancies occur in relative energies calculated
different methods for certain isomers. In some cases,
minimum of one calculation relaxes to a different minimu
in another calculation, so it is not always possible to ma
direct comparisons between methods. But there are m
cases where direct comparison is possible, and where
finds genuine differences between calculated energies.
most important of these cases are the 9-atom bicapped
9.3 relative to the CSAP 9.1; the 13-atom tetracapped CS
13.2 relative to sextet ICO 13.1; the 14-atom capped I
relative to 14.2~a low symmetry multiply capped PBP!; and
the 15-atom bicapped ICO 15.2 relative to the capp
DCSAP 15.1. As a rule, high spin states tend to be relativ
more stable in LB calculations. Another trend is that CS

FIG. 1. Lowest energy isomers of Lin clusters (n58 – 20) obtained by LB
calculations.

t
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9448 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Fournier, Cheng, and Wong
and CTP structures get stabilized relative to PBP and I
structures as we go from small to large basis set.

We must stress that even our best estimates of rela
energies~LB! have limitations, mainly for two reasons. Firs
better theoretical treatments are possible and they wo
yield somewhat different relative energies. Since energy
ferences between lithium cluster isomers are small, the
ergy ordering of the isomers could change. Second, a m
meaningful connection to experiment can be made by ca
lating free energies. We ignored the entropic term because
uncertainties in our calculated low-frequency modes and
the validity of the harmonic approximation for lithium clus
ters. However, we estimated the vibrational and electro
contributions toTDS ~at 298 K! with a standard formula58

and our calculated frequencies and ground state degener
for several isomers. Ignoring cases where there is a ca
lated frequency below 20 cm21, we find thatTDS ~298 K!
typically varies over a range of 0.05 eV between differe
isomers of a given size.

Relative energies normally agree to within roughly 0
eV between the different methods~see Tables III, IV, and V!,
or they are large enough to rule out the structure. The met
we trust most for relative energies is LB, because it giv
good results for Li2 and good extrapolated bulk cohesiv
energy. But LB relative isomer energies must have uncert
ties of at least 0.1 eV. With that in mind, it seems very like
that many Lin isomers will coexist at room temperature
sizesn59, 11, 13, 14, 18, 20. Ruling out the possibility
multiple isomers is harder. For that we would need relat
energies in excess of 0.1 eVandbe confident that our searc
for minima was sufficiently thorough, but it is not possible
guarantee that. Still, our results suggest that room temp
ture Li clusters may consist of a single isomer at sizesn
510, 15, and 16. In the remainder of this section we w
make brief comments for each cluster size.

Li 8—The smallest solvated ion isomer found by Su
et al. is a capped CTP Li8 . That isomer~8.1! is the global

TABLE III. Smallest LS harmonic frequency~cm21!, HOMO-LUMO gap
~LS, in eV!, and relative energies~eV! for different Lin structures,n
58 – 12. The number of unpaired electrons,M, is shown when it is neither
0 or 1.

vmin Gap LB LS GS

8.1 C2v 1.36 0.00 0.04 0.08
8.2 0.81 0.04 0.01 0.03
8.3 1.25 0.09 0.00 0.00
8.4 0.73 0.10 0.00 0.04

9.1 Cs 25 0.23 0.00 0.01 0.03
9.2 59 0.23 0.01 0.00 0.00
9.3 70 0.50 0.19 0.04 0.03

10.1D2d 70 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00

11.1Cs 81 0.24 0.00 0.06 0.07
11.2 M53 91 0.43 0.04 0.12 0.07
11.3 60 0.59 0.07 0.00 0.00

12.1Cs 58 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
12.2 242 0.42 0.07 0.15 0.18
12.3 15 0.46 0.10 0.11 0.12
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minimum in our large basis set calculation, but three ot
isomers are quite close in energy, aCs symmetry capped
PBP ~8.2!, a TT ~8.3!, and a DD~8.4!. Smaller basis sets
destabilize the capped CTP relative to the other three.
capped CTP can be viewed as a bicapped octahedron w
the atom with highest coordination moves toward the cen
of mass of the cluster and the two capping atoms m
within bonding distance of each other. Reichardtet al.39 did
BLYP calculations and obtained a minimum similar to 8
except it has aC3v symmetry point group. Their molecula
dynamics simulations showed that this isomer interconv
easily with theCs capped PBP. The potential surface appe
very flat in the region of configuration space containi
structures with one 7-coordinated atom: details in basis
and treatment of exchange-correlation can probably br
qualitative changes in the isomers one finds.

Li9—There are many CSAP structures corresponding
different ways of lowering the idealD4d symmetry, all
within a very small energy range. We show only the lowe
energy one~9.1! in Table III. Some of these appear to b
minima, others transition states, but our calculations are
accurate enough to distinguish between these possibili
The potential energy surface is too flat given our numeri
approximations~finite basis and grid, imperfect convergen

TABLE IV. Smallest VWN/DZVP harmonic frequency~cm21!, HOMO-
LUMO gap ~VWN/DZVP, in eV!, and relative energies~eV! for different
Lin structures,n513– 16. The number of unpaired electrons,M, is shown
when it is neither 0 or 1.

vmin Gap LB LS GS

13.1 I h , M55 147 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.00
13.2 71 0.40 0.05 0.00 0.11
13.3 52 0.40 0.10 0.03 0.13
13.4 72 0.52 0.12 0.00 0.10
13.5 75 0.40 0.12 0.02 0.12

14.1D2h 46 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.02
14.2 71 0.81 0.07 0.01 0.00

15.1C2v 57 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00
15.2,M53 74 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.03

16.1C2v , M52 64 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
16.2 47 0.26 0.23 0.16 0.10

TABLE V. Smallest LS harmonic frequency~cm21!, HOMO-LUMO gap
~LS, in eV!, and relative energies~eV! for different Lin structures,n
517– 20. The number of unpaired electrons,M, is shown when it is neither
0 or 1.

vmin Gap LB LS GS

17.1D3h , M53 84 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00
17.2,M53 20 0.54 0.12 0.09 0.09

18.1Cs , M52 13 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00
18.2 63 0.23 0.05 0.00 0.08

19.1C2v 46 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00
19.2 17 0.59 0.11 0.09 0.12

20.1Cs 19 1.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
20.2 44 0.68 0.11 0.02 0.00
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of SCF and geometries, etc.!. The smallest frequency in 9.
~a CSAP!, 9.2~a tetracapped TBP!, and 9.3~a bicapped PBP!
shows that they are minima. Isomer 9.3 relaxes to 9.1 in
but it is a distinct minimum in the other two calculation
One can go from 9.3 to 9.2 and then 9.1 with rather sm
atomic displacements. The high symmetryD4d CSAP could
serve as a branching point between isomers of a fluxio
Li9 . It seems very likely that Li9 is fluxional at room tem-
perature, but a dynamics study with a very accurate poten
energy would be desirable to investigate this.

Li 10—The situation is different for Li10. All three sets of
calculations find theD2d isomer 10.1~a triply capped PBP!
more stable than the next isomer~a capped CSAP! by 0.1 eV.
It is likely that one isomer dominates Li10 at room tempera-
ture.

Li 11—There seems to be three energy minima with v
different characteristics in a 0.1 eV energy range: aD4d

CSAP capped on both ends~11.2! with quartet ground state
~shown asM53 in Table III!, a similar bicapped CSAP bu
with Cs symmetry and doublet spin state~11.1!, and a tetra-
capped PBP doublet~11.3, the same structure we found f
Ag11). Apparently, the CSAP Li9 and doubly capped CSAP
Li11 have not been considered before in first-principles st
ies of Li clusters. The lowest energy minimum of Li11 is the
fourfold equivalent of an icosahedron. It is the first in a ser
of structures with capped CSAP units that generally h
more interior atoms than clusters of the PBP and ICO gro
sequence. We discuss factors that may explain the stabili
CSAP structures in Sec. III B.

Li 12—Our global minimum is a PBP with five cappin
atoms; it is the same structure that we found for Ag12.59 The
next two most stable isomers~0.07 and 0.10 eV higher! are
multiply capped CSAP. We also found two multiply capp
PBP 0.16 and 0.21 eV above 12.1.

Li 13—There are many low-energy minima for Li13 with
very different characteristics: an icosahedron, several m
ply capped PBP, and twoCs symmetry CSAP derived struc
tures. The BP86 calculations predict the sextet ICO to
0.11 eV more stable than any other isomer, but our prefe
method predicts a CSAP structure~11.1 with two capping
atoms! is only 0.05 eV higher. It seems quite likely th
experiments would see a mixture of isomers. The ICO h
been found by Gardetet al.24 It is remarkable in many ways
it has a high symmetry (I h), an unusual high spin magnet
moment~five unpaired electrons in a degenerate orbital!, and
the large value of its lowest vibrational frequency~147
cm21! indicates it is comparatively rigid. We did addition
calculations for 13.1 and 13.2 with gradient corrections a
the big basis set. With this ‘‘GB’’ method, 13.1 is the mo
stable and 13.2 is 0.175 eV higher.

Li 14—Two low-energy structures are predicted, a prol
DCSAP distorted from the idealD4h symmetry point group
to D2h , and an oblate multiply capped PBP withC2 symme-
try ~14.2!. The TSDS rediscovered the latter several tim
despite the built-in tendency of TSDS to steer away fr
previously discovered minima. We were concerned that
TSDS may have missed important structures and so we
others. ATd structure can be made by adding six symme
equivalent capping atoms to theTd tetracapped tetrahedron
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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We find it 1.16 eV higher than 14.2. Sunget al. reported a
tetracapped double centered trigonal prism depicted in
2~c! of Ref. 23 as their global minimum. Viewed under
different angle, this structure looks like a DCSAP. We tri
two distorted DCSAP structures. Compared to 14.2, one
them is roughly 0.5 eV less stable, and the other is 0.07
morestable so it is our tentative global minimum. The ne
most stable isomer is the capped ICO at10.26 eV. The sta-
bility of 14.2 is a bit surprising. The DCSAP and capped IC
each have 45 formal bonds~45 pairs of atoms within the
distance cutoff! and high symmetry. By contrast, 14.2 ha
only 42 bonds and it has low symmetry. We think that t
stability of 14.2 is explained by its oblate shape~the shape
parameter is20.37! on the basis of the EJM.21 The stability
of DCSAP, despite a strongly prolate shape, shows the
pensity of Lin for having interior atoms. As for Li13, we did
GB calculations for 14.1 and 14.2: these two isomers
almost degenerate according to GB, with 14.2 only 0.007
higher than 14.1.

Li 15—The 15.1 isomer is a double CSAP~two CSAP
sharing a square face! plus a top capping atom formally with
C4v symmetry but distorted toC2v . This capped DCSAP
seems to have two interior atoms, one for each CSAP, b
hasI 51.57 ~Table VI!. The average of the 13 distances b
tween interior and ‘‘surface’’ atoms is 2.71 Å, the avera
distance between surface atoms is 3.22 Å, and the dista
between the two interior atoms is 2.97 Å, intermediate
tween 2.71 and 3.22. The ratio of 3.22 and 2.71, 1.19
close to that for bcc first and second neighbors (2/)
51.15).

Li 16—The global minimum has a triplet ground state.
can be obtained by distorting a triply capped ICO which
16.2, our second lowest energy isomer 0.23 eV above 1
However, using a smaller basis set and gradient corre
functional decreases the energy separation between 16.1
16.2: it becomes 0.16 and 0.10 eV, respectively. Still,
suggest that only 16.1 should be observed in experime
The distortion from 16.2 to 16.1 has practically no effect
the descriptorsc, z, and h, and very little effect on the
HOMO-LUMO gap, but it increasesI from 1.04 to 1.94.
Another effect of the distortion is to increase the small
atomic coordination from 4 to 5, and to decrease the larg
atomic coordination from 12 to 10. The Li16 global minimum
is remarkable because of its stability, and because it has
interior atoms: in the PBP growth sequence, it is only an
519, with the double icosahedron~DICO!, that a second
interior atom appears. Furthermore, the most stable isom
that we found forn515 and 17–20 are all related to 16.1
should be clear from Fig. 1. The 16.1 isomer and rela
structures will probably be less stable in elements where
ratio of the size of valence and core orbitals is smaller, s
as late transition metals.

Since CSAP structures are generally favorable, we tr
theD4h doubly~top and bottom! capped double CSAP. It ca
be viewed as the fourfold equivalent to the double icosa
dron ~DICO!. Its LS relative energy is very high, 0.30 eV
although it is as compact a structure~descriptorc56.72) as
16.1 (c56.66) and it is more symmetrical. We think that th
doubly capped DCSAP is unstable because its shapez
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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50.23,h50.46) is much further from the EJM ideal shap
~oblate! than 16.1 is (z50.08,h50.16). The HOMO-LUMO
gaps are in line with this idea, quite small for the doub
capped CSAP~0.19 eV!, larger for 16.1~0.42 eV!.

Li 17—There is a close relation between the 17-atom g
bal minimum, a D3h double tricapped centered trigon
prism ~DTCTP, 17.1!, and 16.1, although the latter has n
obvious trigonal prism motif. Putting 17.1 in an orientatio
where the threefold axis is alongz, one can replace a pair o
symmetry equivalent capping atoms related by reflection
the horizontal plane by a single atom at the average of t
positions. Then, a 16.1 structure is obtained by relaxation
the nearest neighbors to that atom. The most remarkable
ture of 17.1 and 16.1 is that they have achieved two inte
atoms~their I descriptors are 1.99 and 1.94, respectively! at a
smaller nuclearity than the icosahedral growth does~19!.

Li 18—We find two low energy structures, one of CSA

TABLE VI. Shape descriptors of the lowest energy isomers.

c̄ z h I

8.1 4.36 0.01 20.10 0.62
8.2 4.75 0.07 20.05 0.12
8.3 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.03
8.4 4.90 0.07 0.20 0.31

9.1 5.11 0.07 20.16 0.14
9.3 4.89 0.06 0.24 0.04

10.1 5.20 0.22 0.50 0.05
10.2 5.24 0.20 0.47 0.71

11.1 5.90 0.13 0.25 0.87
11.2 6.16 0.07 0.29 1.00
11.3 5.45 0.28 0.23 0.10

12.1 5.67 0.24 0.14 0.19
12.2 5.73 0.15 0.23 0.92

13.1 6.46 0.00 0.00 1.01
13.2 6.11 0.19 0.37 0.83
13.3 5.87 0.16 0.19 0.81
13.4 5.85 0.18 20.03 0.20
13.5 5.85 0.18 20.07 0.18

14.1 5.96 0.14 0.34 1.98
14.2 6.00 0.17 20.37 0.21
14.3 6.43 0.06 0.27 0.88

15.1 6.43 0.14 0.33 1.57
15.2 6.53 0.09 0.19 0.89

16.1 6.66 0.08 0.16 1.94
16.4 6.72 0.23 0.46 1.91

17.1 6.98 0.07 0.30 1.99
17.3 6.71 0.05 0.26 1.10

18.1 6.90 0.04 20.06 1.99
18.1 (M52) 6.86 0.05 20.11 1.94
18.2 6.89 0.04 0.22 1.36

19.1 6.92 0.02 20.16 2.11
19.2 7.02 0.03 0.11 2.03

20.1 6.84 0.00 20.02 2.01
20.2 7.00 0.00 20.01 1.69
20.3 6.90 0.00 0.03 1.68
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type, and the other a DICO-1~PBP type!. The CSAP struc-
ture ~18.1! has a triplet ground state; the corresponding s
glet is only 0.05 eV higher. TheC5v symmetry DICO-1
~18.2! is 0.05 eV above 18.1, it has a singlet ground sta
and the triplet DICO-1 is 0.07 eV further up in energy. T
small energy differences suggest that several isomers
spin states could be present in experiments.

Li 19—A bicapped DTCTP withC2v symmetry60 is our
tentative global minimum~19.1!. A multiply capped ICO is
0.11 eV higher. The double icosahedron~DICO! (M55
ground state! is much higher in energy, approximately 0.6
eV above 19.1. The BP86 functional stabilizes the high sy
metry and high spin 13-atom ICO by approximately 0.1
relative to VWN. This kind of energy shift is not enough
bring the sextet DICO close in energy to 19.1.

Li 20—LB calculations predict a CSAP related structu
as the most stable, 0.11 eV lower than any other. On insp
tion, it appears to have three interior atoms, but its descrip
I is 2.01. The smaller basis calculations yield the same glo
minimum but give at least four other structures, all of t
PBP family, within 0.1 eV. The most remarkable thing abo
these isomers is that they all have asphericity~z! and shape
~h! descriptors quite close to zero, in agreement with
prediction of the EJM for a 20-electron metal cluster.21,22

Koutecký et al.30 considered two high-symmetry quas
spherical (z5h50) structures: aTd fragment of the fcc
crystal~‘‘fcc’’ ! and a compactTd structure they call SS~see
their Fig. 5!. We did a test calculation on the fcc structu
and found it to be 2.16 eV above our global minimum
Koutecký et al. found the SS structure to be 0.78 eV mo
stable than fcc, which makes it roughly 1.4 eV less sta
than our global minimum. Our TSDS optimization disco
ered several isomers that are more stable than that.
shows how difficult it is to obtain low energy cluster isome
without global optimization.

B. Structural trends

As noted before, structures generally fall in either t
PBP or CSAP category. For transition metals, there is e
dence that small clusters adopt PBP-type structures59 and
larger clusters have icosahedral structures16–20 related to the
PBP. The CSAP-type structures have not been discus
much before, but were mentioned in at least one earlier st
of lithium clusters.23 In our calculations PBP and CSA
structures have practically equal energies at nuclearitn
511– 14 and 18, a PBP structure is favored atn510, and
CSAP structures seem favored at all othern.8. The CSAP
itself is like a 9-atom fragment of the bcc crystal but wi
staggered square faces and small distortions. We view C
structures as rough cluster equivalents to the bulk bcc st
ture, therefore we do not expect PBP type Lin clusters for
n.20.

An essential difference between PBP and CSAP str
tures is shown in Fig. 2. Distribution functions of interatom
distances were obtained by replacing each bond length
narrow~0.10 Å full width at half maximum! Gaussian distri-
bution and summing over all atom pairs. They are shown
the computed global minima of Li10, Li11, and Li16, and a
low-lying isomer of Li14 ~14.2, multiply capped PBP!. The
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Li10 and Li14 cases~shown as full lines! are representative o
PBP structures, and Li11 and Li16 ~dashed lines! are represen-
tative of CSAP structures. The PBP structures have a pro
nent peak near 2.95 Å, with smaller peaks or should
within 0.3 Å on either side of it, and essentially nothing e
up to 4.5 Å. Clusters of CSAP type have a broader and m
complicated distribution. It extends to very short distanc
~roughly 2.5 Å!, and it has characteristic peaks near 2.60 a
3.05 Å and additional peaks in between and at larger
tances~3.3 to 4.4 Å!.

Doye, Wales, and Berry discussed the implications
interatomic potential range on cluster structure and rela
stability of liquids and solids.61 Their line of reasoning helps
contrast the structures that we found for Li and Ag cluster59

Lithium can accomodate the mix of short and long bon
necessary for CSAP structures and for the bulk bcc cry
structure, because it has a long-ranged interaction poten
i.e., the force constant in Li2 is small. This can be understoo
by considering the radius of the core (Rc) and of the
s-valence orbital (Rv) of lithium: Rc is much smaller than
Rv , so the potential energy does not increase too ste
when Li–Li bonds are compressed, and this is favorable
the formation of CSAP and bcc structures. The same ho
true for other alkali, but maybe not to the same extent,
CSAP structures are not necessarily favored in other al
clusters. In late transition metals the core is comparativ
big, therefore the strain associated with having uneq
neighbor distances is larger than in lithium. This may par
explain why they favor structures with a single peak in t
short distance part of the distribution function—PBP clust
and fcc crystal. So the range of interatomic potentials
pears important in determining the relative stability of fiv
fold PBP and fourfold CSAP structures.

Table VI shows the shape descriptors for the lowest
ergy isomers at each size. Qualitatively, the shape of

FIG. 2. Distribution of interatomic distances in Li10 , Li11 , Li14 , and Li16 .
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global minima agree with EJM predictions21,22 at n58, 19,
and 20~quasi-spherical, smallz!, n510, 11, and 12~pro-
late!, and n518 ~oblate!, but they disagree atn515– 17.
Our global minima atn513 and 14 do not have the optima
EJM shapes either, but in both cases the next lowest iso
does. Comparisons are unclear atn59, 13, and 18. Cluster
sizes where high-spin ground states occur aren511, 13, and
15–18. Any one of those, exceptn515, could have a high-
spin global minimum ground state according to our LB r
sults.

There seems to be a relation between cluster shape
spin state~for a discussion see Ref. 62!, and competing fac-
tors in achieving low-energy Lin clusters. With few excep-
tions (n59 and 11!, high-spin ground states occur at siz
where shape deviates from the EJM prediction. A poss
rationale is this. Metal clusters generally adopt comp
structures. But at certain numbers of electrons, the m
compact clusters have an unfavorable shape according to
EJM. This can lead to one of two things:~1! spin alignment
in degenerate or near-degenerate orbitals, such as in the
atom ICO and 17-atom DTCTP and~2! distortion to a lower
symmetry or less compact structure with singlet ground st
such as in all Li13 isomers other than ICO and the capp
DCSAP 15.1.

IV. SIZE DEPENDENCE OF PROPERTIES

In this section we focus on the lowest energy isomer
each size and look at how cluster properties change w
size. Table VII and Fig. 3 show LB energies required f
different processes: atom removal, atom exchange, and
omization~cohesive energy!:

Lin→Lin211Li, ~5!

2Lin→Lin211Lin11 , ~6!

~1/n!Lin→Li. ~7!

With our definitions, these energies are positive and lar
for the most stable clusters. Cohesive energies are show
Fig. 3, and our calculated vertical and adiabatic ionizat

TABLE VII. Energies~eV! of the most stable Lin cluster isomer for eachn,
calculated by LB.

n
Atom

removal
Atom

exchange

6 1.53 20.01
7 1.54 0.17
8 1.37 0.13
9 1.25 20.13

10 1.38 0.08
11 1.30 20.19
12 1.49 0.07
13 1.42 20.12
14 1.54 0.09
15 1.45 20.15
16 1.61 0.06
17 1.55 0.09
18 1.45 20.33
19 1.78 0.23
20 1.50 ¯
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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potentials are shown in Fig. 4 along with the experimen
values of Dugourdet al.40 In calculating adiabatic ionization
potentials, we did not do global searches for cation clus
isomers: we only did a local optimization starting from t
global minimum geometry of the neutral. The structures
used for clusters with five to eight atoms were found in p
vious studies: aC2v distorted TBP (Li5), a D4h flattened
octahedron (Li6), a D5h PBP (Li7), and a capped CTP
(Li8). The atomization energy of Lin is simply n times the
cohesive energy: it is 4.24 eV for Li5 and 26.40 eV for Li20.
In all calculations we neglected the zero point energies
cause they are small and cancel out to a large extent.

Atom removal energies point ton56, 7, 16, and 19 as
being particularly stable. Atom exchange energies are q
sensitive but they only compare clusters of neighbor
sizes: they suggest thatn57, 8, and 19 are especially stabl
The cohesive energy,Ec , increases gradually as expected.

FIG. 3. Calculated cohesive energies of Lin plotted as a function ofn21/3.

FIG. 4. Vertical and adiabatic ionization potentials obtained by LB calcu
tions, and experimental ionization potentials~Ref. 40!.
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a first approximation, one expects thatEc(1/n) varies with
the relative number of interior, surface, and ‘‘corner’’ atom
in a cluster, so that

Ec~1/n!'Ec~0!1C1~1/n!1/31C2~1/n!2/3. ~8!

The best fit is obtained withEc(0)51.64,C1520.195, and
C2521.90. The bulk limit of the fit, Ec(0)
51.64 eV/atom, is coincidentally almost equal to the expe
mental value, 1.63 eV/atom. Comparing actual and fitted
hesive energies gives our preferred way of defining rela
stability of clusters. The LB cohesive energies that lie abo
the fit ~full line curve in Fig. 3! are particularly stable; they
are n57, 8, 19, and 20. By that same criterion then
511– 15 series appears relatively unstable.

The ‘‘magic numbers’’ 7, 8, 19, and 20 are interesting
many ways. It is well known thatn57, 13, and 19 corre-
spond to closings of atomic shells in the PBP and IC
growth sequence,10 and here we do find that 7 and 19 a
particularly stable. But Li19 is not a DICO ~the DICO is 0.55
eV above the global minimum!, and Li13 is not very stable
although itis an ICO. The four clusters all have a shape th
conforms to the EJM, and the 8- and 20-atom clusters
predicted by EJM to have special stability~closed electronic
shells! as we find. This also agrees with previous work.30 But
the 20-atom structures of Ref. 30 have very high energy e
though they are fairly compact and have ideal EJM shap
Curiously, we find two odd-electron species among the f
most stable lithium clusters~7, 19!. This is surprising be-
cause the experimental ionization potentials of Lin clearly
show even–odd oscillations, and closed-shell~evenn! silver
clusters are systematically more stable than open-shell~odd
n! clusters. Arguments based on atomic, electronic, and s
shell closing clearly matter, but they do not fully descri
lithium clusters. Stable Lin clusters tend to have a combina
tion of EJM shape and high mean coordination, and pre
structures with interior atoms. Assuming that is the case a
for cluster ions, we expect these closed-shell species to
particularly stable: Li7

1 in the D5h PBP structure~oblate, 6
electrons!, Li9

1 with D4d CSAP structure~quasi-spherical, 8
electrons; Raoet al.44 also suggested that Li9

1 is particularly
stable!, and Li19

2 with structure 19.1~quasi-spherical, 20 elec
trons!.

The LS HOMO-LUMO gaps are shown in Tables III–V
Those calculated by LB~not shown in Tables III–V! are
almost equal, they are smaller by an amount ranging betw
0.00 and 0.10 eV. In open-shell clusters, we take the HOM
LUMO gap to be the smallest of the alpha and beta s
gaps. The maximum hardness principle63 is obeyed in many
cases, but not always: global minima have larger HOM
LUMO gap than any other isomer atn56, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
and 20. The clusters with the largest gap are 8.1~1.36 eV!
and 20.1~1.05 eV!, both of which are quasi-spherical an
correspond to shell closings in the jellium model. Genera
clusters with large HOMO-LUMO gaps have shapes t
agree with the EJM, for example, the prolate 10.1 and ob
14.2.

Our calculated adiabatic ionization potentials~AIP! track
the experimental IPs very well forn,12, overestimating by
a near constant amount~0.25 to 0.4 eV, see Fig. 4!. At n

-
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512, our AIP overestimates experiment by 0.5 eV. We c
culated two AIP for Li13, one for a quintet state cationi
cluster with essentially icosahedral structure and the I
neutral. The other, shown as a triangle in Fig. 4, was ca
lated with the energies of the 13.2 cation and the ICO n
tral: if we took the energy of the 13.2 neutral instead, o
value would go down by 0.05 eV and be more in line w
the overall trend. The comparison to experiment sugg
that the Li13 cluster observed by Dugourdet al. was not a
high spin state icosahedron; it was more likely a CSAP
rived structure. Atn>14, we overestimate experimental
by 0.45 to 0.9 eV, which is significantly more than the 0.
to 0.4 eV overestimation at small sizes. There are at le
three possible explanations for the discrepancy. First, it co
be a size inconsistency error rooted in the LSD excha
correlation. Second, experimental IPs may involve cat
structures that are almost fully relaxed, whereas we use
calculated global minimum for the neutral but a local min
mum for the cation. If that is true, it implies that large stru
ture changes take place upon ionization for clusters witn
>14. A third explanation is that experiments most like
generate mixtures of isomers. And since experimental IPs
obtained from thresholds, they correspond to the IP of
isomer with lowest IP, not the IP of the most stable isomer
we calculated. The second and third points account for
IPs being larger~not smaller! than the experimental ones.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We did an unbiased global search for minimum ene
Lin cluster structures. One can never be sure to have fo
the true global minimum, and indeed we have reasons
think we missed it at sizesn>18. However, we believe tha
the structures that we found are either global minima,
close to them in energy and in structural features, for
following reasons. First, we do not find any cluster size t
is much less stable than others. Second, we do find spe
stability associated with sizes 8 and 20. Finally, the Li2 dis-
sociation energy and extrapolated bulk cohesive energy
very close to experimental values.

At most sizes there seems to be several competing s
tures within a small energy range, so experiments wo
probably sample a mixture of isomers that might interconv
quickly.26,27,39But at other sizes~10, 12, 16, 17! our calcu-
lated energy separations suggest that lithium clusters c
consist of a single quasirigid isomer.

The Li8 and Li20 clusters stand out by their relativel
high stability, large HOMO-LUMO gap, and quasi-spheric
structure, all of which agree with the EJM. Generally, t
EJM helps rationalize the minimum energy structures that
found. But there are many things that it cannot explain, s
as the prolate shape of clusters in the rangen515– 17, and
the instability of twoTd symmetry isomers of Li20.

In the size range 8<n<20, we find most Li clusters
have CSAP-type structures characterized by many inte
atoms and a mix of short and long bonds, in agreement w
Sunget al.23 Exceptions to this are found atn510, 12, 13,
which favor PBP-type structures. The CSAP~centered
square antiprism! itself can be viewed as a distorted 9-ato
fragment of the bcc crystal structure, so, in a sense, v
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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small lithium clusters look like precursors of solid Li bc
structure. Sufficiently large basis sets are necessary to s
lize the CSAP structures and get reliable relative isomer
ergies.

Unusual spin states have been suggested for Li13,24

Li 4
2 ,29 and small Al clusters.64 We found that such state

could be fairly common among lithium clusters. We fin
multiplicities higher than singlet or doublet for the groun
state or some low energy excited state of Lin at n511, 13,
and 16–18.
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